Winter
2020

Hopefully everyone enjoyed a wonderful holiday season! Recently we
completed our migration to Sprint 41 and are now performing development
work for Sprint 42. We are actively preparing for our annual User Group
Conference to be held on April 22nd at the Pine Barn Inn in Danville,
PA. Here's what is included in this issue:


New KeyHIE Participants



KeyHIE Leads the Way with Life Image Integration
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DHS Announces DOC Onboarding to P3N



Mammosphere Offers Mammogram Portability



KeyHIE Featured in NextGate Case Study



2020 KeyHIE User Group Meeting

Welcome New KeyHIE Participants!


Greater Vision Eye Associates, LLC

KeyHIE Updates
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KeyHIE and Life Image Implement the
First FHIR-based Imaging App in the US
to Share Diagnostic Content in a
Provider Portal
KeyHIE is leading the way in health information exchange by being the first
in the United States to offer FHIR-based access to to patient imaging via our
KeyHIE Portal.
KeyHIE Participants are able to access diagnostic content through the Life
Image Viewer app from within the KeyHIE Portal without requiring a separate
login. Be sure to check out the article here!
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PA Department of Corrections
Successfully Onboarded to P3N

pen sylvan;a
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
As of November 8, 2019 all Pennsylvania Department of Corrections (DOC)
state-run correctional facilities are now connected to the the Pennsylvania
Patient & Provider Network (P3N), administered by the Pennsylvania
Department of Human Services (DHS). This connection allows electronic
sharing of health information with all five Pennsylvania Health Information
Exchanges, including KeyHIE. Exchange of inmate PHI allows providers to
treat patients quickly and eliminate duplicative testing, ensuring effective care
both during incarceration and following re-entry into the community. For more
information, the entire press release can be found here.

Mammosphere by Life Image Offers
Women Easier Access to Prior
Mammograms
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A recent article from Axis Imaging highlights a grant-supported initiative
from KeyHIE to bring mammogram portability to Geisinger patients. The
Mammosphere app software from Life Image allows women to easily share
their prior mammograms with their treating provider without a lengthy and
arduous transfer process. Geisinger launched an educational initiative in
October to inform patients of the new offering and allow them to complete
the required consent. Be sure to check out the entire article here.

KeyHIE Featured in NextGate Case
Study on Patient Matching

GATE
A recent case study by NextGate featured KeyHIE's effort to improve data
quality through our electronic master patient index (EMPI). KeyHIE utilizes
MatchMetrix to improve patient matching, and works continually to ensure
low duplicate rates. Recent developments regarding the lifting of a funding
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ban for a National Patient Identifier (NPI) will continue to shape the
landscape of patient matching in the upcoming years. Feel free to check out
the case study in more detail here.

2020 KeyHIE User Group Meeting

Save the Date!!!
Work is underway for our 2020 User Group Conference, which will take place
on April 22, 2020 at The Pine Barn Inn in Danville, PA. The 2020 Conference
will feature the following:


KeyHIE Showcase Gallery with live demos



Engaging speakers



Patient success stories



TEFCA Information
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Much more

The upcoming conference is shaping up to be even better than years past, so
you will not want to miss it!
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